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Nov 10, 2013 Look this thread: Codes for PCSX2 Nov 11, 2013 It's another step in the right direction, to be honest. However,
this code is difficult to use. Check out the URL for some of the super hard ones: URL: Pcsx2 Fall Update Nov 12, 2013 I'm
sorry, this thread is now officially closed, as of Nov 12 2013. Aug 21, 2013 I know some cheat makers have submitted them,
but can't help but say, it's been A LONG time since I've heard from a pnach maker. Nov 11, 2013 I made a new thread because
I don't want other people to fill up my thread with their own codes. If you want to contribute to a new thread, i'd suggest starting
a topic in the PCSX2 forums as it'll get more attention and wouldn't spam your thread. Jun 3, 2013 This is not official, but I
found out while trying to create a pnach based off of the codes from Shin Megami Tensei: Nocturne (Dreamcast). May 29, 2013
There's a chance that someone will make a pnach in this thread and not go through the proper channels, and it'll get abused. The
first thing you should do is register, if you haven't done so already. May 29, 2013 In the Event that someone does abuse this it'd
be a good idea to delete the pnach file as well as any cheats from the cheat code box and then add any codes as usual. May 29,
2013 If you put "Pcsx2 Memory Update" and "Code: Add Memory 24 Gb" in the same line as "Add Code 3030303" it would
patch the code for the memory increase. May 29, 2013 If you put "Pcsx2 Memory Update" and "Code: Add Memory 32 Gb" in
the same line as "Add Code 3030303" it would patch the code for the memory increase. May 29, 2013 If you put "Pcsx2
Memory Update" and "Code: Add Memory 48 Gb" in the same line as "Add Code 3030303" it would patch the code for the
memory increase. May 29, 2013 If you put "Pcsx2 Memory Update" and "Code: Add Memory
Attached Files: .pnach. 1F348920.pnach (Size: 0 bytes / Downloads: 0). Aug 30, 2018 If you don't know how to fix it, you can
download this Patch.This Patch uses a completely different Memory Structure therefore the Addresses of the Codes are . Jun
21, 2019 And once again we’ve been following the path of multiple.pnach files in order to find a proper.pnach cheats file.... Aug
1, 2018 You don't have to download this Patch.This Patch uses a completely different Memory Structure therefore the
Addresses of the Codes are . Apr 26, 2017 And yet again, another one of those tricks where.reg files are not needed (or even
used)..pnach D95F9F4E.pnach (Size: 881 bytes / Downloads: 671). Oct 16, 2017 We are only sharing the.pnach file as it is
impossible to decrypt the codes.... Sep 12, 2017 Well, the only games that I have a saved game for were Shadow of the Colossus
and Gravity Rush, which were both saved.. *2944F2EE.pnach. *2945F0F4.pnach (Size: 4,55 KB / Downloads: 238). Oct 30,
2017 I don't know how to decrypt the.pnach files. Download links listed below:.pnach 010BCD06.pnach (Size: 0 bytes /
Downloads: 0). Oct 27, 2017 I'm putting this here because I don't want to make a new thread and wait for a response if someone
tries.... Jun 19, 2018 Below you'll find two codes which we've created ourselves from part of the images in “Download Links
List”.. Link me. And don't mention anything about this file without having the file. I'm too lazy to track this down myself. Sep
30, 2018 I haven't tried this with the newer versions, but this doesn't seem to work with the.pnach file anymore. I haven't.... Oct
4, 2018 I still don't have any folder with the right "PNACH Cheat File" files.... Oct 4, 2018 In which order did you put
the.pnach files 1cb139a0ed
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